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Consider how to learn how to write a paper. The total writing process involves three
element processes: 1 Source material preparation, 2 Structuring, and 3 Writing in a
specified language. In this paper we will argue that key structuring principles such as
“three-part structure” are common to technical writings and non-technical writings
such as screenplays. The result has far-reaching consequences: 1. How to structure
technical contents can be learned from easy-to-read non-technical contents such as
screenplays; 2. Structuring skills and language skills can be learned independently.
These facts throw considerable light onto the instructional policy redesign for the
adjunct model writing class, of which technical writing classes are an example.
§1 Introduction
Consider how to learn how to write a paper. We begin by reviewing the total writing
process. It involves three element processes:
1. The upstream process: Source material preparation. Source material is a collection of
logically inter-related data and facts that have been accumulated from a specific
research to be put in an organized form or in the form of a paper. The quality of the
finished product (= the finished paper) primarily depends on the quality of the source
material. This step is of highly specialized nature. The working language at this step
may be any one.
2. The middle-stream process: Structuring. The source material is organized into a
definite form, or the outer structure (as opposed to the inner or logical structure) of the
paper is determined. Again the working language at this step may be any one.
3. The downstream process: Writing in a specified language. The structured material
from the last process is expressed in a specified language such as English or Japanese.
Only at this step we are required to have proficiency in a specific language.
We will show this in the next section.

It is the second element process that we are mainly concerned with in this paper. We
will argue that key conceptual structuring concepts such as three-part structure are
ubiquitous and content-independent, or the structuring principle has a thousand faces,
to borrow an expression from the Joseph Campbell’ classic “The Hero with a Thousand
Faces” [1], in which the author shows among other things that the mythic hero stories in
all parts of the world represent journey stories in a definite common pattern.
The fact we just stated has far-reaching consequences as we will show in§3.
The Structuring Principle Has a Thousand Faces
Our assertion: The total movie production process is by far the most convenient
reference process into which simpler processes such as paper writing or even
Internet-content production can be embedded or mapped for comparison or
benchmarking. The reason is simply that the movie production process is well-known,
well-studied and large enough (and is still evolving).
We will demonstrate some of the benchmark structuring concepts as below, where the
screenplay structuring concepts are written to the right of the corresponding concepts in
the technical writing:
Abstract ⇔ Subject (a simplified story line stated in about 40 words ) [4, p.14 ]
Outline ⇔ Treatment (a 4-page outline of the story developed from “Subject”) [4, p.2 ]
Background, Past Research ⇔ Back Story (describing the actions and background of
each character up to the time when they appear in the screenplay. The back story does
not appear in the screenplay. If the screenwriter wishes to include it in the body of the
screenplay, a back story to the back story is written. ) [4, p.96]
Main Theme, Subject of Study ⇔ Main Character (“Whose story is it? The main
character may be any thing, as “Nashville,” capital city of the state of Tennessee is the
main character of the movie of the same title. A movie may feature several Major
characters along with the main character. ) [3, p.122]
Three-Part Structure: Introduction, Main Body, Conclusion ⇔ Three-Part Structure:
Set Up (Act I), Confrontation (Act II), Resolution (Act III) (This organizational concept
also applies to playwrights: See the book by J. Hatcher [8].) [3, p. 9]
Transition [11, Chapter 11] (= Swales’ “Thought-Connectives” [12, Section 9.5]) ⇔
Plot Point [3, Chapter 9] (These are story-line switching devices.)
§2

§3 Conclusion
The ubiquity of the structuring principle stated in the first section and argued in the last
section has far-reaching consequences as the following two easy corollaries show:

Corollary 1: The techniques of structuring technical contents can be learned from
easy-to-read non-technical contents such as screenplays, newspaper editorials, TV
documentary programs, or even four-frame cartoons. In other words, a wealth of
easy-to-read materials may be used for structuring exercises.
Corollary 2: Structuring and language may be studied independently of each other. Thus,
writing teachers may as well concentrate on teaching language skills only, leaving
highly content-dependent matters to the content course teachers. From the learner’s
viewpoint a good language-teaching book such as one by J. Swales [12] written for the
students of science or engineering is the kind of book to choose, for instance.
The widely adopted content-based or adjunct model writing classes are those which are
set up adjunct to a set of content courses in a specific area of study [7]. Technical
writing classes belong to this model, where the content courses are in science and
engineering. Despite its noble intention of integrating language and content, the adjunct
model is not an easy model to use. In fact, the adjunct model writing classes are full of
operational vagaries as reported in [7] (see especially Chapter 26 by L. Goldstein et. al.,
331-346). Technical writing textbooks are often confusing to the learner since they have
too many heads to cover from the total writing process and are often too prescriptive to
be practical. We offer our modular model, so named from the modularity of the three
element processes as identified in§1, as an promising alternate writing class model.
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